CRAFT COOKED POTATO CHIPS
PATATAS FRITAS A LA SARTÉN

SAMPLING PROTOCOL

Place all the bags in a row in the following order to
offer an experience that supports the visual and taste
sensation of the product:
- Himalayan Salt
- Ham
- The Spaniard
- Black Truffle
- Aged Cheese
- Grilled Chorizo

Cold Beer:

Himalayan Salt and Grilled Chorizo

Red wine:

Ham, The Spaniard and Black Truffle

White wine/champagne:

Black Truffle and Aged Cheese

Vermouth:

The Spaniard, Aged Cheese and Black Truffle

1
1. Put on a black nitrile glove and
choose the bag of the flavor to test
and open it with a pair of scissors if
you want a very smart image. The
best jewelers always wear gloves.

2
2. Select the potato with a tweezer
to present the product in the right
way and take care of all the details.

3
3. Place the potato in the palm of
the customer's hand, so that
he/she can see the size, color, cut,
thickness and quality of the potato.

4
4. Have the potato with wine and
champagne to simulate the actual
consumption experience.

IBÉRICA SPIRIT

A unique experience to share with your loved ones at parties, dinners
with your partner, events and special occasions.
In the Spanish and Mediterranean lifestyle it is common to meet with
friends to enjoy the best flavors that the land gives us, the good weather
and a good discussion accompanied by the best wines.

What is the Iberica Spirit moment?
Romantic
dinner

Meeting with
friends

Weekend

Pack for partners:
We have a series of actions available to our clients with whom we start
working to promote the brand in the target country. Our intention is to
help and collaborate with the partner to facilitate brand positioning in
the early stages and then develop it to build a solid long-term project.
At Iberica Spirit we are committed to support all our customers from
the beginning and include each of them in the brand to grow together.

this is how we help our partners

Fairs, Showroom and Promotion Points:
We attend commercial events and we have personalized content for the client's
promotional events (stand designs, room preparation, flyers, corporate cards and
merchandising) in addition to the previous preparation through our databases.

Sampling:
We provide product for presentation and promotion, as well as presentations,
catalogs and sales arguments.

Display:
Make your product more visible, help your retail customers and increase your sales
with Iberica Spirit display.

Photo shoot:
Our photographic team can organize personalized sessions according to
the client's needs.

Marketing content:
Adapted communications, flyers, business cards, merchandising.

RRSS:
We have brand profiles available for clients with exclusivity according to the territory.

